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Doctors shocked over pilot fatigue 
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Doctors specialising in aviation medicine are shocked at 

the extent and results of fatigue among pilots. 

Doctors who specialise in air traffic medicine say they are deeply shocked at the results of a 

survey of fatigue among pilots, adding that long working days and nights are a safety hazard 

for passengers and must urgently be addressed.  

“It is lucky that a plane with a Danish pilot has not yet crashed because he was too tired to 

take the right decision in a critical situation. It is only a question of time before we see Fatal 

accident,” says Chief Physician Mogens Tangø of the Department of Aviation Medicine at 

Rigshospitalet.  

Tango’s warning comes following Sunday’s disclosure of a survey and interviews by 

Politiken that Danish pilots fall asleep and make serious mistakes that in worst case scenarios 

can end in crashes. The survey included answers from 575 pilots.  

The Department of Aviation Medicine checks pilot health once each year. In order to uncover 

fatigue, Politiken asked the clinic to carry out preliminary examinations of 61 anonymised 

pilots.  

The answers show that pilots switch between day and night shifts and that pilots find their 

long and irregular working hours are a serious threat to aviation safety.  

On average, pilots said that on seven days in a month they had to work from 11 p.m. to 7 a.m., 

with some saying that they were on night flights for up to 15, 17 or 18 days in a month.  

http://politiken.dk/newsinenglish/
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Thirty-three of the 61 pilots said that within the past five years fatigue had meant that they 

had been in one or more situations which could have ended in an accident.  

“We knew that pilots work hard. But we did not realise that it was this bad. We must raise the 

alarm. It is surprising that so many are unable to sleep in normal sleeping periods. And deeply 

disturbing that half of them have been in situations which could have developed into an 

accident because of fatigue,” Tangø says.  

Another recognised aviation medicine specialist agrees.  

“It’s frightening that pilots are now so clear in their answers. I agree. This will end in an 

accident. These long hours must be stopped,” says Knud Jessen, a former military Surgeon 

General and Aviation Physician for the Scandinavia Airlines System (SAS).  

In the weekend survey and interviews, carried out by the Airline Pilots Association and 

Politiken, one pilot says that fatigue had on several occasions caused him to turn left instead 

of right as called for by air traffic control. Another said: “I have experienced being allowed by 

my co-pilot to sleep for half an hour, and then to wake up and find that he is also asleep.”  

Another pilot says he asks cabin crew to check the cockpit every hour to make sure pilots are 

awake. Yet another said he had briefly fallen asleep during landing, which meant he had 

approached at the wrong altitude and speed, while another said fatigue meant he had 

approached landing without his undercarriage down.  

The identities of the pilots have been kept confidential in order not to compromise their jobs.  

Danish aviation doctors, who are calling for shorter hours and stricter rules on pilot rest, say 

their appeal is even more serious due to a European Air Safety Agency proposal to allow 

pilots to fly up to 16 hours in a day, one hour more than at present.  

“If the rules are increased further, I fear more situations that can end fatally,” says Dept. of 

Aviation Medicine Head and Danish Aviation and Diving Medicine Society Chairman Mads 

Klokker.  
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